
















Secretary=s Report : 2018-19  
 
 
 

I would like to start by welcoming you all to this year’s AGM – I don’t know where  

the time has gone as it doesn’t seem that long ago since the last one!  
 
 
 

The Choral Society has had to face its’s share of challenges this year but we have  

tackled them head on, and are continuing to do so. We continue to have a healthy  

membership (although more men are always needed), welcoming several new  

recruits, and we have worked hard throughout the year, culminating in a fabulous  

concert in March. And this, I believe, is an appropriate point to thank Gordon  

Niccolls for more than ably stepping into Marcus’s big shoes in the first few  

rehearsals of 2019.  
 
 
 

The Autumn Term re-acquainted us with John Rutter’s “Magnificat”, and I for one  

enjoyed the opportunity, although never an easy piece of music to learn. I hope we  

will have another opportunity to perform this once again in the not too distant future.  

Having changed the programme for our Spring Concert, I believe the Society felt       

a lot happier and more confident, and with both Gordon & Marcus’s input  

throughout the term, we produced one of our finest concerts, well in my humble  

opinion anyway.  Our 4 soloists were on top form– how lovely that they keep  

wanting to come back to sing with us – we must be doing something right! And it  

was lovely to hear Taunton Sinfonietta play Mozart’s Divertimento, not a piece of  

music I know. And who can forget the trumpet player’s sublime playing in the bass  

air “The trumpet shall sound” in the Messiah.  
 
 
 

I am sure you would like to join me once more in thanking Gordon & Marcus for  

expertly guiding us, to Sue for skilfully accompanying us, and to Chris Pereira for  

filling in for Sue whenever needed. You are much appreciated by us all.  



I=d also like to give my thanks once again to those who very quietly and proficiently  

get on with the jobs that make our Society run smoothly:   

Jackie Butterworth for maintaining the membership list and the attendance records;  

Tina Salter, Vicky Borland and volunteers from >Save the Children= for organising  

Orchestra teas, and rehearsal and concert interval refreshments; Daphne Midwood  

and Val Stuart for organising the advertisers for the programme; Jill Strong for  

ensuring we have fabulous soloists and orchestra when needed; Dot Niccolls in  

producing our Minutes in record speed; Tim Edmond for producing our excellent  

concert programmes; Audrey Beach for hiring, collecting and distributing music in  

time for our first rehearsal of each Term, as well as collecting said music after  

concerts; and finally Gordon Niccolls for keeping us all on the straight and narrow!!   
 
 
 

And as usual there are thank yous to those outside the Society: in particular to       

Lynn Carter, who has been organising and booking the players for our concerts with  

Taunton Sinfonietta for a number of years; she is now stepping down from this role.  

Also thank yous to Ian Gabb from ISOK, who prints all our posters and programmes,  

and last but no means least our family and friends who support us in so many ways.  

But we can always do with more help - you do not have to be a member of the  

committee to do many of the tasks required in the running of the Society.    
 
 
 

Finally, as in previous years, I want to end with a big thank you to you, the members,  

for providing Minehead with diverse, entertaining, sometimes challenging, but  

always enjoyable, programmes of music. None of these can be done without you.  

Thank you.  


